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This study was conducted to add some explanations to the previous study on the mathematical struc
ture common to animal growth analysis and space expansion analysis. The results obtained were as follows.
(A) In the construction of differential equations, the way of combining the Bertalanffy equation with its first
and second derivatives in animal growth analysis was the same as the way of combining the Friedmann
equations with its first and second derivatives in space expansion analysis. This commonness was related
to the feature of differential calculation of exponential function. The animal growth analysis was based on the
balance between anabolism and catabolism, and the space expansion analysis was based on the balance
between attractive force and repulsive force. Those two phenomena might look like each other. (B) The
space expansion was discussed in terms of two different redshifts. There was a duality in the interpretation
of space expansion history using cosmic scale factor (cosmological redshift) and toy space model (relativistic
Doppler redshift). This might be related to the hypothesis that the flat FLRW space with gravity might look
like the Minkowski space without gravity.
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I N T RODUCTION
Tegmark (2014) showed a similarity between the
growth of a human baby and the expansion of our baby
universe under the inflationary theory that was proposed
by some studies (Starobinsky, 1980; Kazanas, 1980; Sato,
1981; Guth, 1981; Linde, 1982; Albrecht and Steinhardt,
1982). Shimojo (2016) suggested a mathematical struc
ture common to animal growth analysis and space expan
sion analysis, but there was an insufficiency of the expla
nation. The present study was designed to add some
explanations to this issue.

1
d2W
·
= (αW m–1 –β)(αmW m–1 –β),
W
dt2
W(d2W/dt2)
(dW/dt)2

FLRW metric and Friedmann equations for space
expansion analysis
FLRW metric is given by

Bertalanffy equation for animal growth analysis
Bertalanffy equation (1949, 1957) is given by

dr2
+r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) ,
1 – Kr2
						
(6)

(1)

where s = space–time interval, c = speed of light in vac
uum, t = time, a = cosmic scale factor, K = curvature of
space, (r, θ, φ) = spherical polar coordinates.
The cosmic scale factor is used as follows in the
Friedmann equations for space expansion analysis,

where W = weight, t = time, α = anabolic constant, β =
catabolic constant, m = constant, W01–m = weight at t = 0.
Operating (1) and (2) gives (3) ~ (5),

(

)
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= (αW m–1 –β)2, 		

]

[

ds2 = –c2dt2 + a2(t)

W = (α/β – (α/β – W01–m) exp (–β(1–m)t))1/(1–m),
						
(2)

1
dW
·
W
dt

(5)

The more appropriate description of the right–hand side
of (3) ~ (5) is given by replacing W with the right–hand
side of (2).

A N I M A L GROW TH A NA LYSIS A N D SPACE
EX PA NSION A NA LYSIS

dW
= αW m – βW,				
dt

m
= αmWm – βW . 		
αW – βW

(4)

(3)
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a(d2a/dt2)
(da/dt)2

= – q,				

(9)

where π = circular constant, G = gravitational constant,
ρ = energy density, Λ = cosmological constant, p = pres
sure, q = deceleration parameter.
Mathematical structure common to Bertalanffy
equation and Friedmann equations
The mathematical structure of left–hand side of equa
tions is common to animal growth analysis [(3), (4), (5)]
and space expansion analysis [(7), (8), (9)], which is
related to the feature of differential calculation of expo
nential function.
If animal growth rate and space expansion rate are
constants respectively, then the mathematical structure
of the equation is common to animal growth analysis (10)
and space expansion analysis (11),
1
dW
·
= r (constant), → W (t)∝exp (r·t), (10)
W
dt
1
da
·
= H (constant), → a (t)∝exp (H·t), (11)
a
dt
where r = relative growth rate of animal growth, H =
Hubble parameter of space expansion.
The animal growth depends on the balance between
anabolism and catabolism, and the space expansion
depends on the balance between attractive force and
repulsive force. Those two phenomena might look like
each other.
SPACE EX PA NSION A NA LYSIS BA SED
ON R EDSH I F TS
As is defined, the redshift caused by the space expan
sion is the cosmological redshift, not the relativistic
Doppler redshift (Weinberg, 2008). However, there are
many studies proposing the relationship beween the rel
ativistic Doppler redshift and the space expansion (for
example, Macleod, 2004; Chodorowski, 2006; Sitnikov,
2006; Bunn and Hogg. 2009; Davis, 2010a, 2010b; Farley,
2010; May and Yu, 2013; Tsujikawa, 2013; Li, 2014;
Pierseaux, 2014; Tatum et al., 2015).
Subsequent studies (Shimojo, 2014, 2015a, 2015b,
2016) investigated the space expansion using a toy space
model related to the relativistic Doppler redshift. This
issue is taken up again in this chapter by adding some
explanations.
Cosmological redshift, relativistic Doppler redshift, and space expansion
The cosmological redshift (ZC) is given by
ZC +

λ
1= O
λE

a(tO)
=
a(tE)

, 		

(12)

where λE = emitted wavelength, λO = observed wave
length, a(tE) = size of the cosmic scale factor when light
was emitted, a(tO) = size of the cosmic scale factor when
light was observed.
Normalizing the cosmic scale factor [a(tO) = 1] in (12)
gives
λO
λE

=

1
. 			
a(tE)

(13)

The relativistic Doppler redshift (ZR) is given by
1+v E /c
1 – (v E /c)2

ZR + 1 = λO =
λE

c +v E
,
c –v E

=

(14)

where vE = receding velocity of the object when light
was emitted.
Transforming (14) gives
λO
λE

=

1

. 			

c –v E
c +v E

(15)

Thus, relating (13) and (15) gives (16) ~ (18),
1
a(tE)

a(t) =

=

1
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=
λE

c –v
c +v

c –v E
c +v E

, (17)

. 		

(16)

1 –v
1+v

→ a(t) =

, (18)

where c >
_ v>
_ 0 in (17), c = 1 and 1 >
_ v>
_ 0 in (18).
The right–hand side of (17) and (18) might be interpret
ed as a toy model [M] of the space due to the equality
with the cosmic scale factor. In addition, there might be
a correspondence between (7) and (19) and a corre
spondence between (8) and (20),
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Commonness in Analysis of Animal Growth and Space Expansion

Despite the same redshift (16), the cause of the flat
ness is completely different between the FLRW space (a)
and the Minkowski space (M). The FLRW space is flat
tened by the presence of gravity (baryonic matter +
dark matter) and anti–gravity (dark energy), a change of
the curvature from negative to zero. However, the flat
ness of the Minkowski space is ascribed to the absence of
gravity. Since the gravity curves the space, the flat FLRW
space might look like the Minkowski space. Due to the
same redshift (16), the object that is seemingly moved
by the straight expansion of the flat FLRW space might
look like the object that really moves straight in the
Minkowski space. The FLRW metric, when it shows the
flat universe (K = 0), equals the Minkowski metric that
shows a change with time (Nagashima, 2008). Due to the
same redshift (16), the toy space model (M) might have
the energy that corresponds to the energy that the flat
FLRW space has. This energy issue will be taken up in
the next section on the expansion history of toy space
model.
Despite the opposite causes of the flatness, the cos
mic scale factor (a) and the toy space model (M) describe
the same cosmic expansion history [(16) ~ (18)]. The
expansion history of the toy space model might play
some role in the estimation of the components of the cos
mic scale factor and of the chronological changes in the
proportion of baryonic matter, dark matter and dark
energy. Maldacena (2005) proposed AdS/CFT corre
spondence between anti–de Sitter spaces with quantum
gravity and conformal field theories without gravity.
Bekenstein (2003) described that two universes of dif
ferent dimension and obeying disparate physical laws are
rendered completely equivalent by the holographic princi
ple.
Due to the same redshift, there is a correspondence
between t in the cosmic scale factor and v in the toy
space model [(16) ~ (18)]. This shows that the space–
time in the general relativity is locally the Minkowski
space–time. Carmeli (2006) proposed a correspondence
between the cosmic time (t) in the cosmological transfor
mation and the velocity (v) in the Lorentz transforma
tion. Milne proposed a kinematic–special relativistic cos
mology as an alternative to the general relativistic cos
mology (Kragh, 2007).

In this section, the description of the expansion his
tory of toy space model is taken up again [(i) ~ (ix)]. (i)
The proudct of the size of toy space model (21) and the
energy density (22) gives the conservation of energy
(23) in this toy model. This is different from the stan
dard cosmic model that shows that dark energy density
is not changed by the space expansion. (ii) The space is
born from the singularity [v = c, space size = 0, energy
density = ∞, quantum phenomenon: {ln(0 · ∞) = ln(1)} →
{– ∞ + ∞ = 2nπi = 2nπ(pq–qp)/ħ}, i = imaginary unit].
Hawking and Penrose (1970) showed the big–bang sin
gularity. (iii) Immediately after the birth, the rapid
expansion of space occurs under the decelerated condi
tion. Linde (1982) and Albrecht and Steinhardt (1982)
proposed the slow–roll inflation occurring under the very
slow decrease of the Hubble parameter. (iv) Decelerated
expansion in the domain of [c >
_ v>
_ c/2] with a large
decrease in energy density [∞→1.732]. Dark matter is
not identified yet. (v) Inflection point [v = c/2, space
size = 0.577, energy density = 1.732]. (vi) Accelerated
expansion in the domain of [c/2 >
_ v>
_ 0] with a small
decrease in energy density [1.732→1]. Dark energy is not
identified yet. (vii) Present point [v = 0, space size = 1,
energy density = 1]. (viii) Comparing (vii) with (ii) shows
that the energy density of space is much lower in the
present point [= 1] than in the birth point [= ∞]. At
present, the observed quantity of dark energy is much
lower than the theoretical quantity of quantum vacuum
energy. The chronological changes in the energy density
(22) of toy space model (21) might correspond to the
chronological changes in the density of baryonic matter,
dark matter and dark energy in the cosmic scale factor
[(7), (8)]. (ix) The expansion history of toy space model
under the condition of [c = 1 and 1 >
_ v>
_ 0] is shown in
Fig. 1. This might look like the expansion history using
cosmic scale factor shown by some studies (Perlmutter
et al., 1999; Barrow, 2011; Perlmutter, 2011, 2015).
There might be a duality in the interpretation of space
expansion history using cosmic scale factor and toy space

Expansion history of toy space model
This issue was investigated in previous reports
(Shimojo, 2014, 2015a, 2015b, 2016) using the following
toy models; space (21), energy density of space (22),
and conservation of energy in toy space model (23),

M(v) =

c –v
c +v

M(v) · E(v) =

, (21)

c –v
c +v

E(v) =

·

c +v
c –v

= 1.

c +v
c –v
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, (22)

(23)
Fig. 1. Space expansion history using toy space
model (M) under c = 1 and 1 >
_ v>
_ 0.
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model, namely a duality between the flat FLRW metric
and the Minkowski metric.
Singularity of toy space model with energy density
This issue was investigated in previous reports
(Shimojo, 2015a, 2015b, 2016), and is taken up again in
this section by adding a few explanations.
When v = c in the toy space model with energy den
sity (23), the singularity is given by (24), namely space
size = 0 and energy density = ∞ as shown in (25),
c –c
·
c +c

c +c
= 1,
c –c

0 · ∞ = 1.

		

		

(24)

		

(25)

The natural logarithm of (25) gives (26) and thus
(27), and in addition, (28) ~ (31),
ln(0) + ln(∞)= ln(1),

		

(26)

		

(27)

–∞ + ∞
= 2nπi,

		

= 2nπ ·

ψ(x, t) – ψ*(x, t)
,
2 Asin(x, t)

(28)

= 2nπ ·

pq – qp
,
h / 2π

(29)

= 2nπ · lim

c –v
, 		
c +v

(30)

= 2nπ · lim

c –(Δx /Δt)
,
c +(Δx /Δt)

(31)

v →∞

Δt →0

where i = imaginary unit.
Something like a renormalization of infinities (27)
might be related to quantum phenomena [(28), (29)]
through the imaginary unit [i in (27)]. The imaginary
unit might be mathematically related to the infinite veloc
ity (30), and the state of Δx/0 in (31) might be related to
the simultaneous existence of different states that the
quantum probability wave shows. This might be a deeper
level that is not Lorentz invariant behind the apparent
Lorentz invariant, as John Bell told about quantum phe
nomena (Davies and Brown, 1986). In short, the micro–
distance [Δx in (31)] and quantum phenomena [(28),
(29)] might be born from the singularity (25) by some
thing like a renormalization of infinities (27).
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